Shell Shock
Chip Cheatham of CHIP & COMPANY takes one of his favorite materials beyond the beach with a dramatic collection of elaborately layered shell mirrors and lamps available at MARTIN NASH. A collaboration with Stephen Wood, the pieces are a study in natural contrasts, like the handcrafted mirror with saddle oyster and purple mussel shells, pictured. “I love the Organic play of light that comes through in the shells, which are facelike in fluidity,” Cheatham says. martinnash.com

FLORAL FANTASIA
A design house best known for its traditional hand-painted wallpapers, DE GOURNAY takes a slight departure with its newest collection by adding updated flair. Case in point is the oversized Lilium, pictured, which employs an exquisitely rendered floral motif (tumbling flowers) the brand is synonymous with, but in a more contemporary manner—as seen in Campion Platt’s bedroom design for Holiday House Hamptons. De Gournay is available at Ainsworth-Noah. ainsworth-noah.com

BEJEWELED
MATTHEW STUDIOS founder and designer Katherine O’Brien, a New York-based lighting designer who regularly collaborates with Jamie Drake and Nate Berkus, recently launched her own line of crystal, lighting and home accessories she says are “inspired by the natural architecture and geometry of crystal.” The small Thea knob, pictured, is crystal carved to fit a geometric hexagonal polished metal base hardware, and prices range from $130 to $175; the large is $390. Available locally at Matthew Quinn’s MQ Collection and at Ainsworth-Noah. matthew-quinn.com, ainsworth-noah.com

Belgian Beauties
“After collecting chairs I’ve fallen in love with over the years, it made sense to reproduce my favorites in fresh painted finishes,” says Mary Holland, who introduced a collection of chairs in varying shades of cream and tints at HOLLAND & CO. and MACRAE. It also gave her the chance to contrast the finishes with upholstered seats in bright Belgian linens, like orange, aubergine and citron green. Pictured: Bleu-painted Belgian side chair in orange linen, freted Louis XVI chair, and a cream-painted side chair. hollandandcompany.com, macrae.com